Turbines at high altitude, all
the clean energy we need
Windtime
Where we should be!
97% of wind energy

Where we are now
3% of wind energy

“… global wind power is found to be 72 TW (54,000 Mtoe) for the year 2000. Even if only 20% of this power could be
captured, it could satisfy 100% of the world’s energy demand for all purposes (14 TW or 6995–10177 Mtoe) and over
seven times the world’s electricity needs (1.6–1.8 TW)”
Source: Evaluation of global wind power Cristina L. Archer and Mark Z. Jacobson. Stanford and Delaware University

Summary

• In the wind at high altitudes there is all the energy we need, unfortunately twenty
years of research have not yielded results but have indicated a path validated by
an important European research. The start-up Windtime with its proposals
simplifies and optimizes the use of rigid rotors. Past experience, technical
assessments and new materials give us the certainty that a first big step in
capturing energy from the wind at high altitude is possible.
• Further research with light profiles and with variable-size rotors are the steps that
will make it possible to achieve great powers and the short-term achievement of
the objectives set by the European Union for the energy transition.

The most important challenge of this years is the exploitation of wind at
altitude to produce renewable energy
“Wind is Sun's heat transformed into kinetic energy through the greatest solar collector currently
available, Earth's atmosphere. Wind total power is estimated between 1,700 and 3,500 TW; by
comparison, the whole mankind primary energy needs are estimated at approx. 14 TW.”
Cristina Archer, Stanford University

Useful areas for traditional wind generators

Useful areas for altitude generator

Many research groups had worked to capture the wind at high altitude using
the wing but it did not bring the expected results

Unfortunately 20 years of research have not brought results, the long cables that connect the ground to
the wing or the more complex machines that have to move quickly to be efficient generate too much
aerodynamic drag.

It is not our opinion but what 32 professors and international experts write

***“Future emerging technologies in the wind
power sector”
The wing: 20 Years of research with kites and more complex machine, but at nowadays the
results obtained are disappointing and no project passed the studying phase.
Is it an impossible challenge or a wrong strategy?

"the whole cable dissipates power through
aerodynamic resistance“

***https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article
/pii/S1364032119304782

What the experts suggest in the aforementioned article:
Multi Drone Awes systems, MD Awes
“In this context, Multiple Drone Airborne Wind Energy Systems (MD-AWESs) represent an
effective solution that could introduce radically new perspectives in the field of airborne
systems .An MD-AWES is a crosswind architecture which features multiple drones that are
connected to the ground with a single shared cable. This aims at significantly reducing the
aerodynamic drag of the cables and thus providing a huge potential gain in techno-economic
performance.”

So is MD Awes the solution? Not everyone agrees.
From the conclusions of a research funded by the European Community

**Multiple-kite airborne wind energy
systems are typically characterized by
unstable and highly nonlinear dynamics
which often translates to intricate controller
design and challenging coordination
problems.

**Research supported by the EU via ERCHIGHWIND (259 166), FP7-ITN-TEMPO (607
957) Optimal Control of a Rigid-Wing Rotary Kite System for Airborne Wind Energy
Jochem De Schutter, Rachel Leuthold and Moritz Diehl
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/642682

In the same research the University of Freiburg calculates that a generator
in flight can produce energy in quantities similar to that of a wind turbine

Rotary kite AWE systems (RAWES) have been alternatively
proposed for small-scale applications, under the assumption
that they can reduce the complexity of the control problem.
This paper confirms that a small, rigid-wing RAWES in
pumping mode (generator on the ground and alternating updown cycle) can be controlled effectively in a large
operational range, using only pitch control as on-board
actuation................
The reduced control complexity comes at the cost of a low
harvesting factor, close to that of conventional wind
turbines.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323640312_Optimal_Control_of_a_RigidWing_Rotary_Kite_System_for_Airborne_Wind_Energy

Windtime makes some changes to the research design and
gets a drastic increase in efficiency
The proposed high altitude wind power concepts
are based on a single rotor scheme. In this
configuration, efficiency is limited by the need to
adjust the pitch of the blades to maneuver the
rotor (lifting and lowering phases)
A solution that prevents the efficiency of the
rotors from being optimized in capturing energy

The setting proposed by Windtime is made of a rigid
structure to support the rotors and to allow to optimize
the energy collection. The simple modification of the
aerodynamic surfaces controls the flight cycle that
alternates between ascent and descent phases. Using the
positive results of other researches, the energy is
generated on the ground by the action of a tie-down
cable wound on a winch connected to the generator.

Do we need a demonstrator? no, this technology has already been
used for other purposes
On the side, the image shows
the Focke Fa 330 gyroplane
supplied by the German
submarines during the last war.
Wind speed in this case was
used to obtain a lifting force
that carried a scout at high
altitudes; Today, thanks to the
new materials available, we
can use the same technology
to generate energy.

Further and future developments that can be obtained with more
complex aerodynamic configurations and light profiles
There is an important difference about aerodynamic and mechanics between the rotors that
transmit or receive energy from their center of rotation and the collection system that we
propose where the center of rotation is only a reference or recovery point since the energy is
transmitted to the tie cables.
The size of the rotor can be modified to adapt to the intensity of the wind and also with more
complex technology but certainly feasible, we can move the profiles away from the center of
rotation to obtain large collection areas with performance similar to the big wind generators.

The soft profiles of Francis and Gertrude Rogallo:
simplicity and performance
• It all began when Gertrude and Francis Rogallo patented what would later be called
Rogallo Wing, a flexible wing that paved the way for modern hang gliders and
paragliders. The performance of these exceptional airfoils has been perfected over
time and many of the attempts to generate power have relied on fast-moving airfoils.
We believe that the optimal way to generate energy with light airfoils is the realization
of rotating systems.

Rotokite a short video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FeV4Gb7nOls

TheRoto-Kiteproject with soft profile
A simple project characterized by: a few kg of fabric and cables, a balloon to keep the system at altitude
even in the absence of wind and a ground-based generator.
The rotation produces a lifting force which is transmitted to the ground by the bond cable and
transformed into electrical energy.
The size of the rotor can be modified to adapt to the intensity and more complex but certainly feasible
we can expanded as proposed to obtain large collection areas.

What is the limit of rotor technology if we expand the
collection area?
Prof Moriz Diehl in his research **calculated it is possible to get 14 MW from dancing kites.
By rotating in a large circular area, the same performance can be achieved, and difficult flight
control problems are simplified

**Modelling and Optimal Control of Tethered Airfoils for Wind Power Generation

An Enerkite study for theoretical and experimental validation

Thanks to a grant from Invitalia, the German company Enerkite has carried out for us an
important theoretical-experimental research work highlighting the feasibility, yields and
costs of the proposed technology.

Roto-kite the data obtained from the first tests

Authors:
Dipl.-Mat. Max Ranneberg, Dr. Bernhard Kämpf, Dr.-Ing. Alexander Bormann, Dipl. Des. Christian
Gebhardt, Dipl.-Ing. S. Skutnik.

Why hasn't this technology already been developed?

• "The manager of a large aeronautical company who examined the project
wrote to us: in order for you to find an investor you must check the "prior
art" and the "freedom of practice“
• We fear that we have seriously damaged the development of renewables
by patenting the rotation principle without then being able to convince
investors that we would succeed where so many had failed and the
presence of patents has dissuaded other researchers.
• Until some time ago we too believed that other roads could also be taken
to capture the wind at high altitude but today the research carried out
confirms our idea.
• If we ever have the strength we will fight to reduce the validity period of
patents which in modern times should be a few years.

Intellectual property

Sequoia it is our company that produces sensors and that has granted us a license for the development of patented technologies.
Windtime patent can be extended to 150 countries adhering to the PTC but we would like a partner who would not extend it to
developing countries.

Target Market

The energy must be produced with renewable sources, fossil fuels and gases are
limited and polluting resources.
In the wind there is all the energy that humanity needs but with the windmills we
only collect the crumbs.
Expert opinion, Enerkite's research, past experiences and our first tests give us the
certainty of being able to achieve this goal.
High-altitude wind power is available in almost the entire surface of the globe.
The technology appears to be very suitable for offshore applications in non-flyover
areas where the advantages for simplicity of installation increase.

The importance of wind at altitude
* The main advantages claimed by these concepts are low capital costs, due to the
small amount of material used, a relatively simple construction and installation and
a higher capacity factor, due to stronger and more consistent high-altitude winds
prevalent above 200 m altitude.
The benefits could increase when deploying AWE systems on floating offshore
platforms. * from the already mentioned Future Emerging Technologies
The reduction of energy costs is important but even more important is the possibility
of producing energy in almost every part of the world, thus reducing political tensions
between countries that hold energy sources and consuming countries.

For more details click the link at the bottom

Energia rinnovabile dal vento in quota - YouTube

Some qualified opinions about the use of use rotating profiles
“It is probably the best kite-based technology and I think it is much
better than the systems that require computer guided flight
paths…”
Mark Tompson
Technical
Manager
UK Energy
Innovation
TechnicalManager
at the Energy
Innovation
Centre in theCentre
UK. UK Energy
“It has the potential for opening a new path for energy conversion
and could contribute to novel technological development at
European level.”
European project submission response of one expert
“…in my opinion the idea is good and deserves to be developed on
an European project.”
Prof. Fulvia Quagliotti

Some qualified opinions about the use of use rotating profiles
“I find your inflatable Rotokite concept particularly interesting because, not only it
may be altitude scalable, but also has some advantages in terms of take-off and
landing with respects to the other rotary kite concepts.”
Antonello Cherubini, Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna Pisa.

“The idea is very interesting.”
Jonathan Cohne, Apco Aviation
Jonathan Cohn
o“Rotokite concept looks interesting and addresses some of the implementation
problems
kite power systems”.
idea
is veryofinteresting.”
Delft, Applied
Jonathan
CohnSustainable Science Engineering and Technology Institute

The research group coordinated by us, made up of professors and
researchers from the University of Bologna and University of Salento, in the
light of decades of experience in the aforementioned areas, confirms the
willingness to carry out a preliminary study aimed at demonstrating the
actual feasibility of the promising one project idea.

The Team
Here are the people who contributed to the development of this idea. With your help, we will choose
a team manager who can coordinate the research and development of this technology
Antonio Strumia

Gianni Vergnano
CEO & General
Manager
MCom- LUISS

Electronic Engineering
Innovation and
management consultant.

Giovanni D. Lanzillotti

Massimo Mangiarotti

Nuclear & Energy Engineer

Product Manager
Executive MBA
Politecnico di Milano
BS Aerospace Engineering
Politecnico di Milano

WEC project
MIT (USA)

Windtimesrl
Also a social vocation

For us, there is just
one Planet
Gianni Vergnano
gianni.vergnano@windtime.it
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